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Abstractt
As we knnow that in thhe start levell, it is better to
t pick out fllaw and refacctored it, as ssoon as possib
ble. It is bestt
way to address
a
flaw through refaactoring. All of techniquees cover the area of refaactoring or validation,
v
noo
approachh has been ussed to refactoor the non dispatchable fllaw based onn coupling annd validate th
hat refactoredd
design. Inn this paper we
w are going to address thhe missing po
oint as for fouunded in prevvious works. For
F example,,
we will use
u model bassed on coupliing defined model,
m
second
d will refactorred it, third w
will check bad
d fixes and att
last we will
w validate the
t model, thee validation needs
n
becausee to ensure thhat the modell has changed
d design or inn
same dessign.
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1 Introd
duction
Accordinng Jennifer Campbell
C
winnter 2007 validation means “Are we building the right system
m?” the otherr
definitionn by (Jane Hillston
H
Septeember 19, 2003) Validatio
on is the taskk of demonstrrating that th
he model is a
reasonabble representaation of the actual
a
system
m “A design flaw
f
is defineed as the classes or objeccts having ann
irregular or no associiation with eaach other (Obbjecteeing, 2015; Seidewiitz, 2003). Inn other wordss, any designn
pattern thhat may affecct the quality of software is
i called a deesign flaw (M
Mekruksavanicch, 2011). Th
his is advisedd
to detect and remove the flaws thaat may exist inn the design of
o a system ass early as posssible to do no
ot disturb thee
next phaases of the syystem. Whenn a design flaaw is found, normally reesearchers appply some tecchniques likee
refactorinng to refine the design from
f
that flaw
w (Yaowaratttanaprasert and
a Muenchaaisri, 2013). Later on thee
flaws aree very difficuult to handle them all andd harder to understand,
u
m
maintain
the ssystem (Mek
kruksavanich,,
2011; Taahvildari and Kontogianniis, 2003; Menns et al., 200
04; Bacchelli,, 2010; Saxenna and Kumaar, 2012). Soo
over all it is good to pick out flaw
w and refactoor it as possib
ble, and for checking
c
valiidate that model to ensuree
that is moodel has beenn disturbed orr not.
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2 Back Ground
Jane Hillston (September 19, 2003) define validation as: “Validation is the task of demonstrating that the
model is a reasonable representation of the actual system”. Validation concerned with building the right model.
It is utilized to determine that a model is an accurate representation of the real system. Validation is usually
achieved through the calibration of the model, an iterative process of comparing the model to actual system
behavior and using the discrepancies between the two, and the insights gained, to improve the model. This
process is repeated until model accuracy is judged to be acceptable. A model is usually developed to analyze a
particular problem and may therefore represent different parts of the system at different levels of abstraction.
As a result, the model may have different levels of validity for different parts of the system across the full
spectrum of system behaviour For most models there are three separate aspects which should be considered
during model validation which are Assumptions, input parameter values and distributions and Output values
and conclusions.
There are three validation models or strategies for validating data:
- Rejecting bad data: creating a set of undesirable data and rejecting them. This model is also known as
“blacklist” approach.
- Accepting only known good data: data constrained by Five Primary Security Input Validation Attributes
which are: type, length, character set, format, reasonableness. Data is rejected unless it matches for known
good data. This model is also known as “white list” approach.
- Sanitizing data: sanitizing a defined set of dangerous data so that it does not pose a threat to the software
(PedramHayati 2008). It is important to know that how we can apply validation process to our model. Before
validation we will use metric to find different class and object number in model. Detail of metric use and
types are under:
Definition1: MetricModel
Model metrics are for estimating the size or the amount of information contained in a model.
We can use metrics according to pointed situation. Each different object and class relation has different metric,
as given below.
Table 1 Software metrics for UML models (Abbreviation UML Metric).

CBC
DIT
NACM
NACU
NAGM
NASC
NASM
NATC1
NATC2
NCM
NDM
NDM*
NIM
NMM
NMRC
NMSC
NMU
NOM
NOPC1
NOPC2
IAEES

Coupling between classes
Depth of inheritance tree
Number of actors in a model
Number of actors associated with a use case
Number of the aggregations in a model
Number of the associations linked to a class
Number of the associations in a model
Number of the attributes in a class - unweight
Number of the attributes in a class - weighted
Number of the classes in a model
Number of the directly dispatched messages of a message
Number of the elements in the transitive closure of the directly dispatched messages of a message
Number of the inheritance relations in a model
Number of the messages in a model
Number of messages received by the instantiated objects of a class
Number of messages sent by the instantiated objects of a class
Number of messages associated with a use case
Number of the objects in a model
Number of the operations in a class - unweight
Number of the operations in a class - weighted
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NPM
NSCU
NSUBC
NSUBC*
NSUPC
NSUPC*
NUM
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Number of the packages in a model
Number of system classes associated with a use case
Number of the subclasses of a class
Number of the elements in the transitive closure of the subclasses of a class
Number of the super classes of a class
Number of the elements in the transitive closure of the super classes of a class
Number of the use cases in a model

3 Model Metrics
1. Number of the packages in a model (NPM): This metric counts the number of packages in a model. Package
is a way of managing closely related modeling elements together. Also by using packages, naming conflicts
can be avoided.
2. Number of the classes in a model (NCM): A class in a model is an instance of the meta class “class”. This
metric counts the number of classes in a model. This metric is comparable to the traditional LOC (lines of code)
or a more advances McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity (MVG) metric for estimating the size of a system [7].
Thus, in OOP this metric can be used to compare sizes of systems.
3. Number of actors in a model (NAM): According to the UML specification [10], an actor is a special class
whose stereotype is “Actor”. This metric computes the number of actors in a model.
4. Number of the use cases in a model (NUM): The rationale behind the inclusion of this metric is that a use
case represents a coherent unit of functionality provided by a system, a subsystem, or a class.
5. Number of the objects in a model (NOM): In a similar manner that a class is an instance of the metaclass
“Class”, an object is an instance of a class.
6. Number of the messages in a model (NMM): A message is an instance of the metaclass “Message”.
Messages are exchanged between objects manifesting various interactions.
7. Number of the associations in a model (NASM): An association is a connection, or a link, between classes.
This metric is useful for estimating the scale of relationships between classes.
8. Number of the aggregations in a model (NAGM): An aggregation is a special form of association that
specifies a whole-part relationship between the aggregate (whole) and a component part.
9. Number of the inheritance relations in a model (NIM): This metric counts the number of generalization
relationships between classes existing in a model.

4 Related Work
Moha (2007) provided a systematic method to specify design defects accurately. Their approach is based on
detection and correction algorithms by using refactoring semi-automatically. To apply and validate these
algorithms on open-source object-oriented programs was used to show that method allows the systematic
description, detection, and correction of design defects with a reasonable precision.
Mekruksavanich (2011) proposed a methodology for detection of design flaws. Symbolic logic
representation and analytical learning technique are used to diagnose design flaws in simple way and to
extrapolate patterned rules for complex flaws. The methodology is validated by detecting design flaws in an
open-source system.
Saxena and Kuma (2012) helped to find the flaw in the design model and to remove it as early as possible.
They used the flaw pattern for finding the flaw. When design flaw is detected based in the design pattern, the
process exits after dispatching that flaw, the proposed approach was composed of model representation of
design model and flaws detection using flaw patterns. The design models of UML class and sequence
IAEES
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diagrams were used as an input. It would be transformed to the proposed representation model. In detecting
flaws, flaw patterns are used in checking against the representation model. This study covered flaw patterns for
detecting Large Class, Refused Bequest, and Middle Man.
In Mohamed et al. (2011), authors used the approach of automatic flaw detection in design model. To find
the number of flaw number of classes and detection. Which was based on model qualities metrics and design
flaws, author suggest a new demarche allowing the mechanized finding of model refactoring opportunities and
the assisted model restructuration. Which focused on class and sequence diagrams. That developed a software
call’s M-Refactor for those works.
According to Trifu et al. (2004) authors used the flaw detection and correction. The process as problem
detected, developers obtain a list of design flaws together with their location in the system. The necessary
transformations that removed them were left to their own judgment and experience. The mapping between
specific design flaw and code transformations is removed.
In Kessentini (2011) authors used an approach to detect the flaw in design and correct the flaw in the
source code. Their approach support automatic generation of rules to detect defects by the help of genetic
programming. Using a genetic algorithm, adjustment solutions are found by combining refactoring operations
in such a way to reduce the number of detected defects. The detection system is physically specified. Projected
corrections fix, in standard, more than 74% of detected defects.
Alikacem and Sahraoui (2010) provide support for source code analysis. They proposed a rule-based
approach that allowed the specification and detection of flaws. The approach provided a new language to
describe flaws as sets of rules. The latter are translated into Jess’s rule format, and given as input to Jess
inference engine. The current work is an extension of our source code analysis platform and PatOIS, a metric
description language. A main advantage of his approach was its extensibility since the tool is not limited to a
set of predefined flaws. Existing flaws could be modified to a specific context and new ones could be added.
Budi et al. (2011) provided a framework that automatically labels classes as Boundary, Control, or Entity,
and detects design flaws of the rules associated with each stereotype. Their evaluation with programs
developed by both novice and expert developers show that his technique is able to detect many design flaws
accurately.
The main theme of authors in the paper is to find flaw through metric base and convert it into code may in
Java or C++. They defined such detection strategies for capturing around ten important flaws of objectoriented design found in the literature and validated the approach experimentally on multiple large-scale casestudies (Marinescu, 2004).
Marinescu (2003) focused on flaw detection through metric base and converted into object-oriented
system.
This paper presented a metrics-based approach for detecting design problems, which describes two
concrete techniques for the detection of two well-known design flaws found in the literature. By an experiment
it was showed that the proposed technique found indeed real flaws in the system and it suggests that, based on
the same approach.
Moha et al. (2008) used an approach propose a novel approach for defect removal in object-oriented
programs that combines the efficiency of metrics with the theoretical strength of formal concept analysis
Algorithm. They suggested a novel approach for defect deduction in object-oriented programs that combines
the usefulness of metrics with the hypothetical power of formal concept analysis, and case study of an exact
fault.
Simon et al. (2006) have worked for finding bad smells. With four typical refactoring’s and present both a
tool supporting the identification and case studies of its application. They showed that special kind of metrics
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can support these skewed perceptions and thus can be used as effective and efficient way to get support for the
decision where to apply which refactoring. They demonstrate this loom for four typical refactoring’s and
present both a tool supporting the classification and case studies of its function.
Syed et al. (2015) worked on Refactoring of non-dispatchable flaws in the design model based on
coupling. In this work he cover all the aspects which was blank in the above all works. But one thing which is
validation still remained in his work.
The entire above techniques draw backs have been covered by Syed el al. but, one thing still remains that
is: When the process has been done of dispatch and non-dispatchable flaw, how we will find that our model
has been in required position. For this we are going to use an approach to validate our model after passing
through the process as under.
5 Our Approach
The previous work was divided into six steps, now we are going to fix the previous error in approach. For this
we will add another one step in the existing approach. So the new step will be validation of model.
Step 1: Domain analysis and metrics identification
Step 2: Modeling and meta modeling
Step 3: Flaw detection and flaw pattern
Step 4: Option if flaw >=1 or no flaw found
Step 5: Condition check for dispatch and non-dispatchable flaw
Step 6: validation check
The systematic view of our approach is
Step 1 (Domain Analysis): We will do the analysis of the domain area, in this step we associate manually
with each design defect to detect them and set refactoring by using metric based identification to find class and
their association through coupling.
Step 2 (Modeling): In modeling, the Meta model for software modeling is important, because it forms the
basis for the UML definition. The UML specification document is indeed a Meta model for UML. That is, it
includes a set of statements that must not be false for any valid UML model. In the metric forms that shows
different sort of associations.
Step 3: (Flaw Detection): In this step, we find the flaws by using flaw detection patterns. Basically, a pattern
is a format which will identify a flaw in the model. We use coupling for the detection of flaws. Coupling
measures the strength of all relationships between functional units.
Step 4: (Flaw does exist or not): Using the above formula, if flaw exists then to be refactored or dispatched, if
not then exit. When the flaw =0, it will exit else if flaw≥1then condition shall be checked. That either flaw is
dispatchable or non-dispatchable, if dispatchable go to dispatch-able module otherwise non-dispatchable and
go for refactoring to refactor module.
Step 5: (Flaw checking of dispatch-able or non-dispatch-able): Condition checking whether the flaw is
dispatch able or non-dispatch able. The dispatch able flaw goes to dispatch able flaw module and the nondispatch able flaw goes to the non-dispatch able flaw module. First condition is to check that if flaw is dispatch
able, the flaw goes to the dispatch able module and removed there. The second condition, If flaw is nondispatch able and been removed through refactoring a tag Ref; attached to the refactored flaw as a comment for
the detected flaw module to understand that this flaw has refactored and didn’t need to catch it again. Both
from dispatch and non-dispatch able flaw modules the model goes again for rechecking flaws to the detection
flaw module. The cycle continues until all flaws are dispatched or refactored.
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Step 6: (validation of model): here the maajor work tak
kes palace, as
a we refactoor the dispattch and non-dispatchaable flaws. But we don’t know
k
that thee refactored model
m
has beeen changed frrom original shape or not,,
for this checking
c
we will
w validate our model. The
T last step of
o validation take
t
place wiith the compaarison of stepp
2, where we made meetrics. Simplyy we check all
a the associaations and coompare last sttep with step 2, if both off
m
will goo to exit statee else model will be rearraanged accord
ding to step 2
step havee similar assoociations so model
associatioons.
Thee whole system
m over view is indicated in Fig.1.

Fig. 1 Our app
proach.

6 Class Diagram
D
Exaample
The class diagram givven in Fig. 1 is a simple model of a graphical
g
hieerarchy for a vector graph
hics program..
metric Primitives and su
ub graphs; thhey have a method to be
b displayed..
Graphicss are constituuted of geom
Primitivees have a matrix
m
attribuute representiing how they
y are scaledd, rotated or translated in
n the globall
coordinaate system.
Thiss model has some
s
design flaws; for insstance, as Prim
mitives have no inheritancce relation with
w Graphics,,
they musst be treated differently, thus makingg the code un
nnecessarily complex. Foortunately, th
he Compositee
design pattern
p
addressses this typee of problem
m, where a sttructure is coomposed of bbasic objectss that can bee
recursiveely grouped in
i a part-whoole hierarchy.. We will theerefore introdduce this patttern in the model
m
throughh
the follow
wing steps, leeading to the diagram pressented in Fig. 2.
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F 2 Initial class diagram.
Fig.

ming the Graaphic class to Group;
1. Renam
2. Addinng an abstract superclass naamed Graphic to Group.
3. Makinng the class Prrimitive a subbclass of Graaphic.
4. Merginng the Groupp-Group and Group-Primit
G
tive aggregatiions into Grooup-Graphic.
5. Finallyy, we can moove relevant methods
m
and attributes
a
up to
t Graphic.

Fig. 3 Reestructured class diagram.

We need to justiffy why the beehavior preseervation condition holds foor these modeel transformattions:
t model behhavior; provided the new name
n
is legall
Renaminng of a modell element doees not change anything to the
(i.e. it dooes not alreaddy exist in thee model).
Thee added abstraact superclasss has no attribbutes or meth
hods. It is a \eempty" model element; itss addition hass
no effectt on the modeel.
Creating a generralization betw
ween two claasses does nott introduce neew behavior, provided no conflict (duee
nd Graphic iss
to multipple inheritancce, for instannce) is introdduced; in our case, Primittive had no ssuperclass an
empty.
o not own thee
Merrging two asssociations is only allowedd when these two associattions are disjooint (they do
same objjects), when the methods invoked throough these asssociations have the samee signature, and
a when thee
invocatioon through ann association is always folllowed by an invocation
i
thhrough the othher.
Finaally, moved methods
m
or attributes
a
to thhe superclasss will simply be inherited afterwards (overriding
(
iss
not modeeled).
Whiile most of thhese transform
mations - nam
mely elementt renaming annd the additioon of a supercclass - do nott
have an impact on otther views, thhe merging of
o two associiations may require
r
changges on collab
borations andd
object diagrams (GerssonSuny, 20001).
IAEES
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7 Conclusion
As for performing this sort of process we will be able to refactor all the dispatch able and non-dispatchable
flaws, we will also be able to re-structure the model if the model has been misplaced. The model simply makes
meta models using metrics and the store that metric code. After performing all the operations for validation the
model again comes to modeling state. Here the previous and new model metric compared and find the
differences between them. If the model metrics same validate and exit, or else it restructure the model and go
to exit state.
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